### Citing Books

**General Format**


**Single author**


**Multiple authors**


**No author named on title page**


**Corporate author**


**Editor(s) as author(s)**


**Encyclopedia article with no author**


**Encyclopedia article with an author**


**Online subscription encyclopedia article**


**Chapter in a book**


**An Online book, NetLibrary**


*New APA electronic citation guideline (2007): If you are citing an electronic book that has been published in its final form in a database, the retrieval date is omitted from the citation.*

### Citing Web Pages

**General Web Format**

*Author, A. A. (Year). Title of webpage: Subtitle. Retrieved Month Day, Year, from Source*

**Personal web site with no title or date**


**Organization web site**


### Citing Media

**Films and videos - General Format**

*Producer/Director, A. (Producer/Director) & Producer/Director, B. (Producer/Director). (Year). Title of film or video recording [Motion picture]. Country of origin Movie studio.*

**Video recording**


**DVD**


**Sound Recordings - General Format**

*Writer, A. (Date of copyright). Title of song [Recorded by artist if different from writer]. On Title of album [Medium of recording: CD, record, cassette, etc.]. Location: Label. (Recording date if different from copyright date).*
Citing Sources in APA Citation Style

Specific song on a CD

Citing Articles from Print - Journals, Magazines and Newspapers

General Format


Magazine - General Format
Author, A. A. if named or Article title if no author. (Year, Month day). Title of article if not given before. *Title of magazine, volume* if given, page numbers.


Newspaper - General Format
Author if named or Article title if no author. (Year, Month day). Title of article if not given before. *Title of Newspaper, p/pp. nn-nn.*

Newspaper

Citing Articles Full-Text from Library Databases

New APA electronic citation guideline (2007): If you are citing an electronic article that has been published in its final form in a database, the retrieval date is omitted from the citation. All articles in full-text databases are in final form.

Citing Articles from Full-Text Library databases

Academic Search Premier

Lexis-Nexis article

Citing Articles from Web Sites

New APA electronic citation guideline (2007): If you are citing an electronic article that has been published in its final form (ex. publisher’s website), the retrieval date is omitted from the citation.

Articles - From Web Sites

Article from an online journal

Article from an online magazine

Online News Service General Format

Article from an online News Service
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